
Essay #2 Thesis statement and Outline: 
 
 
 
1. THESIS STATEMENTS     
 
Do not write exactly this in the introduction of your Essay #2 Outline: 
 
I. Introduction 
 A. Introduction techniques 
 B. Thesis statement 
 
An outline must always have a clear, correct, descriptive thesis statement. Writing "thesis 
statement" and not actually writing your real thesis statement makes the entire outline unclear. 
 
An outline must always make clear all of your ideas for the essay, especially the thesis 
statement!  Write down your full, actual thesis statement. 
 
Next, your thesis statement cannot be a simple "A and B are different." The thesis statement must 
have a focus, and that focus must be a similar point made in all three body paragraphs (example 
pairs). 
 
 
A. Go through your Example Pairs and write down common points in each. 
 Points like "Emotional Health," "Confidence," "Independence," "Academic Achievement," 
"Control" etc. 
 After doing this for all Example Pairs, I asked you to choose three that had similar points. 
 
B. Find a focus. 
 The similar point between the three Pairs is your thesis statement focus. 
 So, if your three Example Pairs all were about "Controlling Your Own Education," that would be 
the focus. 
 
C. Write a thesis statement which explains: 
  (1) your parents' parenting technique, and 
  (2) the tiger parents' technique, and  
  (3) how they differ in the focus. 
 All three must be included. You can have tiger/your family, or your family/tiger, either order is 
OK. 
 
 
Thesis statement example: 
 
While tiger parents deny their children any choices,   (tiger family technique) 
my parents insisted that I control my own education,  (your family technique) 
which gave me a strong sense of motivation for success. (focus underlined, and result)) 
 
All three parts must be there. 
 
 

  



Go back and read this document: 
 
http://gen.luj.tokyo/docs/e2basics.pdf 
 
On the second page, read my description of the thesis statement and focus. Some key words: 
 
Instead, you must find a focus and explain the difference in the thesis statement. For example: 
 
"In contrast with tiger parents, my parents allowed me to make my own life decisions, which later 
helped me become an independent adult." 
 
In that example thesis statement, I mention tiger parents, my parents, how they contrast, and what 
the focus is (independence). 
 
Read that whole document; it is often the case that most students do not.  
 
Then make sure your thesis statement matches that pattern. 
 
 
 
2. BODY PARAGRAPHS     
 
To see what an Essay #2 body paragraph will be like, look at the fourth page of this handout: 
 
http://gen.luj.tokyo/docs/e2d1.pdf 
 
That page is not intended as an outline, it just shows the structure I want you to make for body 
paragraphs in Essay #2. 
 
You can clearly see all the parts, which I will show below with the color reference; the outline should 
have this structure for the body paragraphs: 
 
II. Topic sentence (do NOT write the exact words "topic sentence"!!!) 
 A. Tiger family story  (red text) 
 B. Your impression of the tiger family story  (orange text) 
 C. Your family story  (green text) 
 D. Your impressions of your family story, and tiger family contrast  (blue text) 
 E. Your conclusion about the contrast  (black text) 
 
 
In such a case, just explain the basic idea in one sentence each. For example: 
 
 
II. Topic Sentence: Tiger children study for no reason that they understand, 
 but my parents understood that self-determination give better motivation. 
 A. Diana Tsui never chose or understood her study topics and never felt in control. 
 B. This lack of interest led to her failing many times. 
 C. In the second grade, my parents allowed me to decide which classes to take. 
 D. I felt like I made the decisions and so I was invested in my own choices. 
 E. Giving kids control over their own choices creates a natural motivation, 
  which is necessary for success. 
 



1. Notice that just like in the thesis statement, the topic sentence also mentions the tiger family, 
your family, a contrast, and a part of the focus 
 
2. In the actual outline and essay, you do not have to use colors; I use them here to make the 
order clear. 
 
3. Just one clear, descriptive sentence is needed for each part, but it must be something I can 
fully understand. Some people write extremely vague sentences, like "My mother had many 
methods." That is unclear; I cannot understand the point. Make it one sentence, but a clear, detailed 
sentence, like my examples above. You can understand those, right? 
 
The sample for the Essay #2 Outline is here: 
 
http://gen.luj.tokyo/docs/e2outline.pdf 
 
Use that format, with the A, B, C, D, E for each body paragraph, like my example above. 
 
 
 


